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ABSTRACT

The gauging of the Virasoro and w-infinity algebras are discussed from the point of view
of BRST symmetry. Both algebras are realised as "Russian formulas" for the curvatures built from
the generators of the Lie algebras and the corresponding gauge fields. The generalized curvatures
are used to determine the gauge invariant Lagrangians as well as the anomaly structures of the
conformal two dimensional theory and the w-gravity.
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1 I.. INTRODUCTION

The two dimensional conformal field theory has the Virasoro

algebra as the underlying symmetry. The classical string action

is a typical example of a theory invariant under the Virdsoro

algebra. Its invariance and its conformal proprerties are most

clearly exhibited in terms of Beltrami differential /1-4/. In

this pararaetrization the BRST algebra factories in two inde-

pendent and separate structures, which implies that the ghost

Lagrangian is a sun of a holomorphic and an antiholomorphie terns

and the action for the string can be expressed only in terms of

Veyl invariant quantities.

However, any attempt to treat the spin two gauge field ,

i.e. the Beltrami differential, on the same footing as the higher

spin fields, which occur in the w-gravity, does not have any

future,since there are no higher -spin zveibein fields and any

higher-spin Beltami differential, with a similar geometric

interpretation as the spin-2 zweibein field.

On the other hand, in two dimension there is an alternative

formulation /5,6/ to describe the coupling of gravity to matter

which includes the auxiliary fields J and J . This alternative

formulation has two advantages: on the one hand , it can be quite

naturally connected with the gauging of the Virasoro algebra

and , on the other hand ,it does allow a natural extension for

the higher-spin gauge fields, Which can be treated on the same

footing as the spin 2 gauge field.

In this paper we shall adopt a very nice point of view,

advocated in some recent papers by Baulieu, Bellon and Grimn
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/7—11/. We shall consider the Lie algebras as the starting point

in our investigation, rather than considering then as special

invariance properties of a given Lagrangian. For a given Lie

algebra we associate a gauge field and a ghost to each generator

of it and we build the corresponding BRST symmetry from a

geometrical constrain on the currature called the "Russian for-

mula". This can be done verj efficient if we use aPoisson bracket

algebra realisation of the Lie algebra, which is possible not

only for the Virasoro algebra but also for the w-infinity al-

gebra. For using the Poisson bracket, in addition to the space

dependence is is convenient to introduce one (t) or two (t,u)

additional variables. It seems that a modification of the Moral

bracket H'l! could be used instead of the Poisson bracket to

obtain a realization of W-infinity algebra /13/.

The generalized one-form connection, constructed in the

standard way /ll/( will contain the Beltrami differential and the

corresponding ghost for the Virasoro algebra and the high spin

gauge fields and their ghosts for w-infinitv algebra. This co-

nnection is the fundamental object of our theory and it can be

used to build up the gauge invariant action, the possible ano-

malies and the Uess-Zumino action. For accomplishing these tasks

it is necessary to introduce the matter fields. Furthenore, the

gauging of left-moving and right-moving of w-infinity algebra,

cannot be achieved by simply adding gauge field times current

terms. The action in this case could be most conveniently written

by introducing ,once again, the auxiliary fields J and J, which

oust be eliminated at the end of the calculation.

2, THE BELTRAMI DIFFERENTIAL AND THE VIRASORO ALGEBRA

2.1. THE GAUGE FIELDS

The Virasoro algebra, without the central charge, contains

an infinite number of generators I j ,LQ ,Lj,... which satisfy

the following commutation relations:

[Ln -1 (1)

This Lie algebra can be realised very simple as a Foisson-bracket

algebra of functions an a one-dimensional phase space, with the

Poisson bracket defined as:

'•—?

for two functions f(t) and g(t). Taking a basic set of functions

L - tn+1 , (3)
we obtain the Virasoro algebra

• (m-n) 1 (4)

The BRST symmetry is realised , in the ghost sector, by

associating a ghost cn ,n^ -1 to each generator L a , In the ge-

neral matrix representation (1) the ghost fields are gathered

together in a Lie-valued ghost:

L cn , (5)

which is not very covenient for the following discution since

(5) contains the unknown generators Ln . However if we use the

basis (3) then the ghos£ c(t) has a simpler form:

/ n+1 /* \
^TT C - t to)



For a general Lie algebra, the BRST transformation of the ghosts

c associated to itttre given by:

«C 4 , a i b c
3 c " ~2 fbc c c -

where the coefficients f . c are defined by

fTa -TbJ " fabC Tc

with Tfl the generators of the Lie algebra. This BRST transfor-

mation can be rewritten in a simpler forn if one Introduces the

ghost c- Tfl c
a

sc» - - [c , c~] (7)
For the Virasoro algebra (4) the BRST synnetry takes Che

following compact fora

sc + ^ c , cj^-0 . (8)

This BRST equation can be extended to include the gauge

fields associated to the generators Ln , For the Virasoro algebra

we hare found convenient to associate a one-form A . Furthermore,

following Stora we add the ghost number to the form degree and

assume all commutators to be graded by this total degree. The-

refore , we can combine the ordinary one-forms with ghost number

zero and the zero-form with ghost number one i.e. An -An + C

. For the Yang-Mills fields associated with a given algebra

with the ghosts satisfying Eq.(7) we can write "the Russian

formula" :

F ~dh + 2^* , A J - F - dA + ̂  /"A , A ] ,

where d - d + s and A - A + c with A - Aa T is the Lie- valued

connection form. For the Virasoro algebra we claim that a similar

formula takes place i.e.

with

dA

'A

+ - 1A , A J. - dA + A <?t A

tn+1

(9)

(10)

and d - d + 3 with d the usual differential.

Since the Virasoro algebra is deeply related to the two

dimensional conformal symmetry, it is natural to try to connect

the one-form An with the complex structure of a Riemanniann

surface. Conformal classes of metrics on a Riemann surface can be

parametrized by Beltrami coefficients yU. (z , ~z ) which are smooth

complex-valued funtion of the complex coordinates ( z , z ) of

the surface, with specific transformation properties. The complex

coordinate ( Z , Z ) corresponding to the complex stucture para-

metrized by the Beltrami differential are given by the relations

d Z - AJ"dz + *.dzj and c.c. (11)

Here pandit-are smooth complex-valued functions of ( z , z )

which satisfy:

- M.0 )Z - 0 and c.c.u.

- ity) A and c.c.
(12)

ity) A and c.c. (13)
The infinitesimal diffeormorphism generated by the vector

field J'P-|( z , z ).^+ f( z , z )3 can be obtained with

the Lie derivative L , «» i „ d + d 1,» acting on Z

Lp.Z - i „ dZ - U ( d z t̂ Kd i )J

-X ) (14)
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with c " J + X J . By evaluation the variation of dZ in two wars

0 ( d Z ) - d < p Z ) w e can get the induced larlation of M-

SyLC - id -/(?+ (fa) 1 c . (15) ,
If we identify c in (14) and (15) with the ghost vector

field of two dimensionsal diffeonorphism, we can identify

Eqs. (14) and (15) with the definition of the BRST differential

aZ -Ac ; sjLL- ld-f«?+

The nilpotency of s requires

] c . (16)

s c - eVc . (17)

Now the equation (9) for ghost number zero and one and for

t - 0 gives:

d A"1 + A"1 A0 -0 ,

s A"1 + d c"1 + A"1 c° + c"1 A0 - 0 (18)

Comparing Eqs, (18) and (17) we can easily see that a possible

solution of these equations is :

A~ - dz + U,iz ; c~ - c

c°
(19)

The rest of the one-forms An and the ghosts c" can be

can be found out by imposing the validity of Eq, (9) for all

values of t /ll/ . On the other hand , we can solve Eq.(9) by

making a gauge choice

A « dz + dT A - (z ,z ,t ) +c( 2, z, t ) (20)

With this choice Eq. (9) yields

9* *r " '": H ** ' ?% C * ' &l C
equations which have the obvious solution

A - dz + dz A- (z+t, 1 ) +c (z+t, z) -

-e * [ dz +&zu+ c] (21)

2.2 VIRASORO INVARIANT LAGRANGIAN

t

Prom the field A one could construct an invariant Lagran-

gian if one looks for £ two-formJC, which is d-closed and it

is defined up to d-exact terms. The ghost zero part of«C is

a possible BRST-invariant Lagrangian. The only possible candidate

r-'Z -
built only from A is A A , which nevertheless is not d-closed

-' CT

since A satisfies Eq.(9).. Jlere A is the complex conjugate of

A . Therefore, in order to build up an Invariant Lagrangian we

must couple A to a new field , the matter fields.

The matter fields are zero-forms,which cannot contain

ghosts. For our purpose the starting, point is the equation (11)

In two-dimension, there is a possibility to describe the coupling

of gravity to matter field , which includes two auxiliary fields

J and J /5/ . The natter field in this approach is described

by a scalar field, which we will take to be a single real scalar (
. We will suppose that the real field

by the

- J A"1 + J A"1

(J , J ) are connected

(22)



i.e.e. the field U>,J and icare related by t

(22')

The auxiliary field J could be considered as the first

term in a set of zero forms J vhth n ^ - 1 , which we assemble

into:

7 - <<~x tn+1 J(n) (23)

and the equation (22) can be extended for the tilde fields as:

7f - 7 A + J "A (24)

Applying d to this equation and using d «0 we get

(d J )T + T (d A) + c.c. -0 . (25)

The action of the BRST symmetry on <f and J can be read off

from Eqs.(24) and (25) . The equation (24) can be fulfilled

whether one imposes the condition for vanishing of the curvature

of J :

7 J +j7 , JjL 0 . (26)

With the gauge choice (21) eq.' (26) yields

and

.4 - *s rr>

(27a)

(27b)

For t-0 eq. (27b) coincides with eq. (13) i.e. we can Identify

J with % and 10 with Z + Z* .

With J and A, it is quite easy to construct a BRST inva-

riant action as the real two-fora

Jf- ( 7 A ) ( IX )
One can indeed verify that

d-C -0 ,

which proves that the ghost zero part o f ^ i s a BRST-inrariant

tvo-form. How whether we.take into consideration eq. (22) the

classical Lagrangian,obtained from (28) for t-0 has the usual

f'oro:

In fact) in the gauge ve have considered, t occurs only

through z+t and after integration, the action does not depend on

it. Therefore, the Virasoro gauge theory reduces rather naturally

to the two dimensional conformal field theory.

2.3. VIKASORO C0VAH1ANT ANOMALIES. THE WESS-ZEIMINO ACTION

In this formulation of the Virasoro gauge field theory

the general forms of the consistent and covariant anomalies

can be determined rather straightforwardly. Besides, the

Wess-Zumino action has a simple form and can be calculated very

easily. As it is veil known, in the BRST formalism, an anoaaly

for the Virasoro algebra ia a two-form with ghost number one.

A covariant anomaly is "an anomaly which has a covariant form and

therefore it is well defined on the whole Riemann surface.

10
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Thus ,in order to find an anomaly,one must look for a general

(i.e.including the ghosts) three form/4^ satisfying d ̂ J^-O.A

solution of this equation was proposed by Baulieu.flellon and

Grimm/1 I/and it has the form

/VJ » »»

-A3-A A A (30)

where a dot means the derivative with respect to t.In the

gauge (21) ZA has its ghost one part given by

, / U ) — ScftyU dzjfdz (31)

for t«0,which is the diffeomorphism anomaly obtained in a

factorized form /2,3/.

The form of i/t is not well defined on the whole Riemann

surface since it does not have an covariant form under a
1

conformal charge of coordinate z—>s (z).

To obtain the covariant form of the anomaly, we Bight

follow the algebraic approach proposed by Abud, Ader .Gleres and

Hoirot /14, 15/ . However, we have found rather difficult the im-

plementation of these ideas for the Virasoro algebra. So , at

this point we will just follow the general prescription for the

covariantisation on a generi Riemann surface. In fact, the ano-

maly (31) is equivalent to

c & (31*)

and it involves the third order differential operator^ , This

expression is not well defined on a generic Riemann surface since

the integrand does not transform with the Jacobian upon passage

II

-www i •

from one coordinate chart to another. In fact the modified expre-

ssion

c[?3 + ( RP+

with R, a projective connection, given by

(32)

R -P 2 inA- " (<?lnA)2 , (33)

transforms with the the Jacobian and represents the covariant

anomaly. We believe that this form of the anomaly can be obtained

by using the general algebraic methods for the covariant anomaly.

Since the Virasoro algebra is closed connected to the

general coordinate transformations , which define a non-commutati^

ve groupi the construction of the associated Wess— Zunino action

represents a serious problem. However,for the factorized anomaly,

the problem is simpler. This factorized anomaly could be obtained

from A, by using the standard procedure /17/. In fact we have to

"kill" the anomaly^by enlarging the space of fields. We shall

lift the whole construction from the Rienann surface M to M ^

[ 0,1] by considering a family of Beltrami differentials U

such that /£0-0 andjU-,
m/L and ft family of the "Goldstone field"

(J which takes its values in the group of diffeonorphisns and

yj - identity and LA •<J. The field A and the differential are

replaced in this case by

A -A + a du ; dtot - d + du .

The function a is determined from Eq.(9) written in terms of

the new fields andiifferentials. The Wess- Zumino action for the

Virasoro algebra (30) is the ghost zero port of the thre-form

/\ (Af ) with A? 'the field obtained from A by the action of the

diffeomorphism U>. If we integrate out the auxiliary variable u,

one finds the following form of The Wess-Zuaino action:



which takes the form given by Polyakor /!&/

j, -yv- — " (34)

ifWis restricted by the condition tif-0 .

It is worth pointing out that the form (34) of the WZ

can be written with the one-fort) A and so called "half I,iou-

ville field" L /13/ .The field L is a matter field .which has

the first term in the t expansion just ln A, , vithA define ln(13)

and which fulfils the equation

dL + A^. L- ^ t A -0«

With this definition we can find out, by a simple inspec-

tion , that the two-form

(35)H - -lit ,
satisfies the equation "d̂ f - Ag i.e. its zero ghost part is the WZ

action for the Virasoro algebra.In fact , it is easy to see

that that the ghost number zero ofJC. coincides with (34).,-•'

3. W-INFINITY ALGEBRA

3.1. The fields

The w, algebra is an extension of the Virasoro algebra

on the one hand , and a limiting case of the W-infinity algebra,

on the other hand /18/ . It can be written in the following

simple form:

[ L n
A ,hj ] - [ (i+l)B - <J+l)n] L B + n

i + j (36)

This algebra admits an algebraic interpretation, as

the algebra of smooth symplectic , area -preserving , diffeomor-

phisms of a cylinder. Thia can be easily be seen considering

a set of functions/19/ :

13

on a cylinder S^IR, with 0sx*2T , -<o < y < + « . These functi-

ons form a complete set if - a?<m <+&> and 1 >f -1 .The symplectic

structure is generated by the Poisson bracket

* n
<37>

and the area preserving transformations are generated by <7 x'» 4/1 i

(,16*1,2) where /\is an arbitrary function . One can see that the

JJ « B J satisfies the Wj algebra:basis

J <38>

The ghost sector of the BRST symmetry for this algebra

can be constructed in a similar manner with the Virasoro case.

Here we shall use the basis

L i+1

instead of ui)
i and we define the ghost

tn+l di+l ^o-i

with cn* the ghost associated to the generator Ln

The Virasoro case (8) can be extended for the w-infinity

algebra in a straightforward way. The BRST symmetry of the ghosts

has now the form

This equation can be extendejto include the gauge fields

associated to the generators Ln . We can assemble all these

fields into a power series

Tn+1 ui n-i
4 i

where A is a one-form attached to the generator L , which con-

tains the gauge fields. Moreover, for the complete one-form

T T



A -A Q + c .

it has been proposed /ll/ the equation

d A + -

where d -d +s . This equation contains eq.(39) for the ghost

number two.

As in the Virasoro case, we can chose a special gauge

and identify the physical gauge fields. If one identifies AQ as

the Beltrami differential, then the equation (40), which is equi-

valent to the BRST symmetry for w-infinity algebra, has the so-

lution/11/ :

X -udz + £ « < Aj^a+t) <** + c | < z + t ) >

where A. is the complex gauge field, coupled to the apin-(l+2)

conserved current in the w-gravity, and ^£ is the corresponding

ghost. The BRST transformations for these fields can be obtained

from eq. (40) and are given by

' (t "

+ l

J - 0
3.2 Action for W-gravitT.

There are a relative small number of realisations for

w-infinity algebra by gauging it, in comparison to the more known

classes realisations of Virasoro algebra, despite the kindship

between the two. Gauging this algebra we obtain W-gravity. As in

the Virasoro case, a BRST -invariant action cannot be construc-

ted only with the field A , However, the auxiliary fields J

and "J and the scalar fieldfare introduced here in a different

manner. For w-gravity ,we replace eq. (22) by

AW - A ( J ) + A ( J )!r
where

A ( J ) - Atu-j.t.z.z1 ) -Jdz

(43)

>J

From this equation we can obtain the BRST transformations of

(J> and J and furthermore, the relation between these fields

since this equation is equivalent to the following ones:

(44)

J -3<C (45)

The BRST transformations of the auxiliary fields J and J

and the compatibility of eqs.(45) can be obtained from eq. (43)

by using the nilpotence of d i.e. d -0. In this way we obtain

r
dJ - d A( J ) and c.c.

i.e.

and

9 2 - ] .

It is worth while to point out that eqs.(45) could be

considered the equation of motion for the auxiliary fields J and

J, given by the action

)
(46)

which describes the coupling of the gauge fields A. to the spin

((1+2) conserved current (<V ) 1 + 2 .
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The Lagrangian (46) can be extended to describe Vu

n

gravity /22/ . If one replaces ina£ the scalar field A? and the

auxiliary fields J and J with a set of scalar fields that take

their values in the Lie algebra of SU(N), then .although the

entire v-algebra is realised as a symmetry, it ia really only the

gauge fields A. , #*N-1 that play an essential role . The rest

of the gauge fields can/be set to zero by means of additional

symmetries of the Lagrangian, that are of the Stueckelberg type.

Therefore, in this case the remaining fields give rise to a

non-trivial gauging of the W^ algebra.

The BRST invariance of & given by (46) can be checked

by using the BRST transformations of the fields A,,6?and J .

Nevertheless, it is desirable to obtain an action which is d-clo-

sed and the ghost zero part Justot. For this we will introduce

a new one-form

B (j) -:

which seems to be the "integral" of A(J) . The action which is

d-closed and has the ghost zero part just L has the form

C47)

* - £ A{J) A(J) - [ A(J)B(J) +A(J)B(J) ] (48)

Indeed .on the one hand , the ghost zero part o ^

t h lIt we take into account the relations (45) .fois Lagran-

gian boils down to (46). On the other hand L is d-closed , fact

which can be verified by a direct computation and the use of the

iorw of dJ.
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3.3.W-anomalT

As for the Virasoro algebra, we shall find , by inspection

a d-closed form , which depends on A, and c. . It is easy to

verify that the looking for three-form can be chosen in this case

as /ll/ :

A- A d A (49)

The closeness of /_V, can be verified by using eq.(40)

In the gauge (41) the ghost part of/I 3 for t»u-0 takes the

simple form

A2
l - ( A_J2C_J -c.^*.j ) izMz (50)

which is invariant under holonorphic coordinate transformations.

However this part of the anomaly is just the first term in a much

more complicated expression obtained by Hull /20/ and K. Li and

Pope /71/.

A possible solution of this problem seems to be connected

to the definition of trace for the auxiliary variables t and *C- -

In order to get rid of these variables we must add a "trace"

in front of the anomaly.which means either putting t-u-0 after do-

ing all differentiations with respect to them, or integration in

a special way over t and u. If one wants to follow , as close

as possible , the Yang-Mills case, we shall try to write the

anomaly in a w-infinity basis . Since in the YM case the anomaly

/ ( c ,A ) is written as:

^ (c ,A ) -Tr (c G(A)) - C(j Gb Tr(Ta T b)

it seems natural to try to write our anomaly in the sane fora. With

a suitable definition of the trace ,we can suppose that

Tr( (51)

Therefore the anomaly^l2 takes the fora

18
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with a^ are certain coefficients. This form of the anomaly has the same

form as the one given by C. Hull /20/ . However the form and the

interpretation of these anomaly structures deserve further study.
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